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Hi, Did you try updating the one at the office it normally works for most of them.
Besides that I found this when i had the same issue on my new laptop: Hotkey

settings in Windows 10 can be found at the following location within Windows 10:
C:\Users\\.Microsoft\\microsoft.windows.keyboard.cat\Setting HI, i have an ASUS

G50JL and i have a problem with my sound the start up volume of the PC is set to
max but the sound is always low. i think the sound card is connected but the

volume mixer is not working. please help me Hi there. I have upgraded to Windows
10 and now my lenovo x201 runs slower than before. Is this because it is running

windows 10. I have tried setting up the battery settings but that has not helped. Any
suggestions My HP laptop has a intel core i5 processor and I have had problems

since the update to windows 10. No matter what i do i cannot get it to run as fast as
it did before the update and it is so slow i believe it might be why the computer is

shutting down. I cant seem to get support to help out. If anybody has any
suggestions for how i can get my computer back to how it used to be before the
update to windows 10 that would be great. I have a toshiba laptop with Windows

8.1 my tablet does not recognize the keyboard or mouse. I have tried to update all
the drivers available. I have tried to update the D3D settings, the touch screen

settings and the settings in the tablet tablet mode. Please help I have ASUS
Zenbook laptop with AMD Radeon HD 8000M graphics. When I install updates (this

is what caused the problem), the screen freezes, and the computer displays an
error message saying "Your computer has experienced an internal error". The only
thing it does is reboot the computer. I need assistance in diagnosing and fixing this

problem.
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Ivan, great! I have an Asus T100TA transformar books
(Win10 x32). I accidentally installed your ATK package

v.1.0.0037 because I didnt know that I need it for a
touch screen. Now Im using a dual monitor set up. Im

using a laptop with a DVI connector and a desktop
monitor with an HDMI connector. I managed to get one

of the monitors working fine, but the touch screen
touch works only on the laptop (works fine on the

desktop monitor). Could it be the way I set up the dual
monitors? In device manager, there is a Device

Manager entry for each monitor (two entries), but in
my case, there is only one for the laptop (as there is
only one Windows x32 instance on it). Do you have
any suggestions? Ivan, I tried your AMD PerfKit and
AMD Platform Manager. I followed your instructions

completely on my Asus T100TA and Im not having any
of the errors that you are mentioning. Im using a AMD

Ryzen 1800x 3.4ghz 4core and 6gb ram, and
everything is working fine. However, Im a newb and I
want to try your exact settings in your videos, for a
test, which Im currently doing. On my T100TA, Im

seeing a pretty high FPS at 1080p. My screen
resolution is 1920x1080p. I just wanted to let you

know that Im getting the same results as yours which
Im very happy with. Do you have any suggestion?

Ivan, Im not sure if you are still interested in the Asus
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smart gesture but here it is, If you want the Asus
smart gesture back in Windows 10, simply remove the

following device manually and it will work. Device
Manager > Under your graphics adapter, there are two
listed connected. Select each one and select uninstall.
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